Languages Curriculum Overview 2017-18

The following curriculum overview may be subject to change. At Monksdown Primary School we are constantly evolving our curriculum in
response to the needs of learners and national strategies. For the most up-to-date information of what your child is learning please visit our
website and Twitter feeds which are regularly updated throughout the year.
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Spring 1
Spring 2
Summer 1
Summer 2
The focus of our French lessons will be on practical communication, responding to spoken and written language. The children will be encouraged to speak with increasing
confidence and fluency, as well as lengthening the amount of writing produced over the key stage.

Year 1

The children will begin to learn French and will be learning to greet each other,
introduce themselves and count to 10.

Year 2

We will develop our speaking and listening skills around the topic of the
seaside. Children will recap all of the language taught this year.
We will be learning about classroom objects, days of the week and months of
the year.

Year 3
Year 4

We will study the numbers to a hundred, family members and how to describe
people.

Year 5

We will be continuing to learn the alphabet and numbers (to 100). We will
learn how to describe ourselves and others including clothing as well as
exploring the pattern and sounds of language through songs and rhymes.
We will be recalling topics previously covered (colours, body parts, animals,
clothes, family, school subjects, days, months). We will also be introducing
rooms in the house.

Year 6

We will recognise numbers, recognise and name some toys, Recognise and name
2D shapes, name some farm animals, join in with story “The Four Friends”, name
some Easter symbols and objects associated with Easter.

We will recognise, name and ask for classroom objects, say how many brothers
and sisters they have, recall months and seasons, recognise and name some
weather phrases.
We will recall body parts, say where they are hurting, name some sports, say
which sport they like or not, recall pets, describe colour, size and personality of
pets, describe eyes, hair, height and personality of others.
Recognising and naming school subjects, expressing opinions about school
subjects, recalling time, understanding and describing details about daily routine.
We will be recalling topics previously covered (colours, body parts, animals,
clothes, family, school subjects, days, months. We will talk about a past holiday
(where, how, who with, weather, food, places) and understand and recite a poem
linked to Easter

We will name our family members and modes of transport. We will also use
French vocabulary for addition within 10.

We will develop our speaking and listening skills around the topic of the seaside.
Children will recap all of the language taught this year.
We will be learning about countries and weather. We will also learn how to tell
the time.
We will study the numbers to a hundred, family members and how to describe
people.
French: We will be revising and consolidating language learned throughout the
year
We will be recalling topics previously covered (colours, body parts, animals,
clothes, family, school subjects, days, months). We will also be introducing
countries of the world.

